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desires which render him blind to the sights, and deaf to
the sounds, which come from higher planes. Thus through
what seem at first but the portals of dream, entrance may
perchance presently be gained into those grander realms
where alone true vision is possible.
Sometimes a man may wake in the morning with a
strong feeling of elation and success, without in the least
being able to recall in what he has succeeded. This
generally means some good piece of work well done, but it
is often impossible for the man to recover the details. At
other times he may bring back with him a feeling of
reverence, and this means that he has seen a vision and has
been in the presence of some one much greater than
himself. Sometimes, on the other hand, a person may
wake with a feeling of terrible fear. That is sometimes
due only to the alarm of the physical body at some
unaccustomed sensation; but it is sometimes also due to
having encountered something horrible in the astral world.
Or again, it may arise merely from sympathy with some
astral entity who is in a state of terror, for it is a
frequent thing on the astral plane that one person should
be strongly influenced by sympathy with another's
condition.
In coming back to the physical body from the astral
world there is a feeling of great constraint, as though one
were being enveloped in a thick, heavy cloak. The joy of
life on the astral plane is so great that physical life in
comparison with it seems no life at all. Many men who
can function in the astral world during the sleep of the'
physical body regard the daily return to the physical world
. as men often do their daily journey to the office. They do
not positively dislike it, but they would not do it unless
they were compelled.

